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While speaking with second language learners, we are likely to conclude
that their most urgent need is intensive oral practice. They lack control
of the lexicon that is essential for fluency, they misuse and mispronounce
words, and they frequently find themselves groping for the exact words
needed to express their thoughts, even after years of study. But it is in the
act of reading that the second language learner's small vocabulary be-
comes most problematic. At the survival level, students' productive vocab-
ulary need not be as great as their receptive vocabulary. International
students, for example, can make themselves understood in speaking and
writing Englisheven if imperfectly and labo ;iously with a relatively
small vocabulary, perhapc as few as two or three thousand words. Without
a much larger receptive vocabulary, however, they cannot understand
very much of what native speakers say or write because native speakers
regularly use words far beyond the students' limited lexicon. Without a
larger receptive vocabulary, communication will be one-way; students
will be able to give messages but not receive them.

eo Between the two receptive skills, a large vocabulary is less critical in.1\
A listening, at least to normal conversations, than in reading. Native English

speakers generally use a smaller via bulary in speaking than in writing;
in casual conversation the average native speaker probably uses a vocabu-

-J lary of only around 2240 words (Mackey, 18). Reading requires a much
large: vocabulary. According to Paulston Bruder (21) students have
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been right when they have complained about not knowing enough wo ds;
it is poor vocabulary that most interferes with students' reading. A student
who knows 3000 selected English words will find that he or she does not
know at least 10 to 20 percent of the words in unsimplified text, and the
same learner reading a mass-market paperback book would find between
35 and 70 unknown words on each page (Honeyfield, 12). It is no wonder
that students become discouraged when they encounter unsimplified prose!

The problem, then, is how to help strj luire the vocabulary
they need to read unsimplified prose without ft. ion. How can this be
done? Part of the solution lies in direct vocabulary instruction. The proce-
dure followed in direct vocabulary instruction is to select the most fre-
quent and useful words in the target language and then to devise activities
and exercises that will help students learn these words. Direct instruction
takes a giant step toward giving students an adequate vocabulary. Students
who learn the 3000 most frequently used words will not know 10 to 20
percent of the words in unsimplified text, but they will know a remarkable
80 to 90 percent After learning just 3000 of the 800,000 or so English
words, international students know fully 80 to 90 percent of the words
encountered in prose used by newspapers and popular magazines.

After the first 3000 English words, direct vocabulary instruction is,

unfortunately, much less effective, so we can assume that the same is true
for any other language that we are teaching. If international students learn
the next 5000 most frequent words, they will be able to recognize only an
additional 6 to 11 percent of written prose, perhaps around 95 percent
altogether (Twaddell, 26). They would still be confronted by at least 15
unknown words per mass-paperback page, and probably considerably
more for many books, especially college-level textbooks. Nevertheless, it
may be worthwhile to provide direct instruction in these 5000 additional
words, for the gains may outweigh the time and effort expended. But
beyond this point, direct instruction becomes flagrantly inefficient, for the
majority of words that remain unknown on each page are very low fre-
quency words and are far too numerous to teach directly.

L us explore the options that a reader has when an unknown word
is encountered What are the possible ways of coping with it? The reader
has basically six options

3
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1 Ask someone 'he meaning.
2 Find a definition in a dictionary.
3 Guess at the word's meaning if it is a cognate.
4. Try to determine its meaning by analyzing prefixes, roots, and

suffixes.

5. Continue leading without determining the meaning of the word.
6 Try to draw inferences about the word from the surrounding

context (Twaddell, 26).

The first five options are ^asy to eliminate because they are not
sufficiently productive. The first one tends to make the reader dependent
on others, not independent, and there is seldom an expert around when
the student is studying and needs help. The second option is greatly
overused; it is time-consuming and tedious The third is unreliable; what
appears to be a cognate is often not. The fourth option, word analysis, is
fruitful only infrequently and is sometimes misleading. The fifth option,
simply to ignore the word, might actually be appropriate at times, since
it is possible to understand an entire passage without understanding every
word in it, but this is not very satisfying to conscientious students.

This leaves the sixth optioninferring the meaning of the word from
context This is the option that teachers should urge their students to follow
first. It is the only feasible option th t will help them expand their reading
vocabulary to any great extent. 'ins is the way native speakers build their
60,000 -word vocabuiaries---by making sensible guesses about unfamiliar
words Unfortunately, they do not automatically transfer this skill to the
learning of a second language If we tell them to guess, we find that they
simply do not know how They must he systematically taught the skill of
drawing inferences about unknown words and this teaching must be done
so as not to create a seemingly impossible task To be efficient and etiec-
tive, we need to employ a good classification scheme of "context clues

Developing a New Classification Scheme

Researchers interested in teaching student to be better readers in
English have devoted much effort to developing context clue classification
schemes The authors have critically evaluated 21 such schemes and found
all of them to be seriously flawed.' Most are unsatisfactory because they

4
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fail to include important clue categories. Some do not merely omit a few
categories, they omit entire clashes of important categories. They are like
a zoological taxonomy that fails to include the entire class of mammals or
the entire class of fishes.

Existing classifications of context clues, for example, fail to catalog
completely a very important class of clues that could be labeled "gram-
matical clues." The vast majority of categories in present classification
schemes deal with semantic relationships rather than grammatical rela-
tionships among words in a sentence. Such categories as comparison,
contrast, definition, example, and restatement are categories that focus on
semantic relationships between the unknown word and the context. Yet
it is possible to imagine an alternative approach to classification that would
stress grammatical constituents (prepositional phrases, subjects, verbs, ob-
jects, adverbial phrases, conjunctions, and so on), indicating grammatical,
not semantic, structural relationships between the unknown word and the
context The following sentence points out the distinction between these
two classification approaches. "I wouldn't want to be either very wealthy
or very poor." Most present classifications, taking a semantic approach,
would say that this sentence contains a context clue. The contrast clue
consists of the semantic relationship of contrast that exists between wealthy
and poor. Yet a grammatical-constituent approach is also possible. one
could say that the sentence contains a conjunctive-constituent clue, which
consists of the conjunctive either . . or together with the two adjective
phrases that it conjoins. The syntactic function of the conjunctive either
. . or is to set up a disjunction between the two adjective phrases. The
function of the intensifying adverb very in the two adjective phrases is to
establish that the two adjectives, the two poles in the disjunction, are in
fact two opposite extremes. In this way, the gra nmatical relationships
among these words bring the reader to the conclusion that the first, un-
known, adjective phrase (very wealthy) must be the direct opposite of the
second, known, adjective phrase (very poor) According to the grammati-
cal approach, then, it is grammatical relationships that lead the reader to
infer the correct definition of the unknown word

Given the importance of grammatical clues, the failure of most exi.,t-
ing schemes to include any grammatical clues at all, and the failure of all
to list grammatical clues in any detail, is unacceptable All existing schemes
have proved to be incomplete in their omission of this entire class of
important context clues
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A second serious weakness of present classifications is their failure to

provide a sensible framework for organizing context clue categories. They
merely provide an unorganized list of clues that is quite difficult to learn
and use As a remedy for this weakness, we propose the following frame-
work on which to organize our new classification scheme. It may be
considerably easier to learn, and it will preclude the omission of any
important category of context clues.

I Direct-Explanation Clues
II. Overall-Context Clues

III Trans-Sentence Clues

Structural Dimension
(Rhetorical-Device Dimension)

IV. Intra- Sentence Clues
Structural Dimension
(Grammatical-Constituent
Dimension)

Trans-Sentence Clues-
Semantic Dimension
(Rhetorical-Relationship
Dimension)
Intra-Sentence Clues.
Semantic Dimension

(Sentence-Meaning
Dimension)

The third, and, perhaps, most serious weakness of present classifications

is their failure to give proper stress to the two structural dimensions. Our
claRification scheme strongly emphasizes these dimensions Now that we
have constructed a practical framework, the next step is flesh it out. to

specify the particular clue categories that belong in each of the four
groups

Direct-Explanation Clues

The various categories of Direct-Explanation Clues, together with
examples of each, are presented in Table 1. In the table, X is the term that
the text seeks to define, and Y is the defining or clarifying word or phrase.
Direct-Explanation Clues are the most important group of clues because
they come the closest tc giving dictionary definitions of words. Students
should give these c,ues special attention

6
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Table 1
Direct-Explanation Clues

Clue Category Illustrattue .sentences

A DFFIN !TIC"

1 Direct Definition
X is 1 X means 1

2 Appositisal Constructions
Simple Appositive
X. 1,

b Or- Appositise
X or '1

By kisteners is meant all the words a person
knows well (Humes, 14, p 328) A ttnal is an evil
spirit

The natives believed that ttnals, evil spirits,
lied beyond the river (Humes, 14, p 329)

The natives believed that ttnals, or evil spirits,
lived beyond the river

That is-Appsitise The natives believed that ttnals, that is, evil
X that is 1 spirits, lived beyond the river

d Dash AppositisesXY
e Whuh is Apposaise

N., which is 1,

f Parentheses
`s.)1

3 Footnotes

(at bottom of page )°1

B 's

like 1

sic h as 1

\ for example 1

The natives believed that ttnalsevil spirits
hsed beyond the river

The natises believed that ttnals, which are evil
spirits, lived beyond the river

The natises believed that ttnals (evil spirits)
lined beyond the river

The natives believed that ttnals' lived beyond
the riser
(At bottom of page) *evil spirits

Some scientists study deeps like height and
weight 14, p 331)

In Kansas live mans rodents, such as mice and
prairie dogs

Curls oil the aserago consistently do better in the
test items involving esthetic response, for
example, inathing colors arid shapes and
discriminating, objects in pictures (Deighton, 8,
p 7)

Rhetorical relationships between sentences, for
example contrasts, restatements, awl cause-
efiect relationships, can be useful context clues

7
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Overall-Context Clues

Overall-Context Clues differ greatly depending on the subject matter
of the text For works of fiction, Overall-Context Clues include mood and
tone, setting. characterization, and plot. In nonfiction works, the most
useful Overall-Context Clues are the general topic of the text and the
particular themes of the passage that contains the unknown word. Gener-
al-topic clues can operate at a broad level. The typical unknown word in
a chemistry text, for instance, is unlikely to mean "melodious" or "sonata,"
whereas these meanings might well fit unknown words in a music-history
text The particular themes and controlling ideas of a passage establish a
framework by which readers can interpret and understand the sentence-
by-sentence details As readers use these themes to build expectations, they
gain an edge in inferring the meanings of unknown words. Before this can
happen, they must have some background knowledge of the subject area,
of course

Trans-Sentence Clues

Rheto, ical-De vice Dimension

Writers use particular devices to achieve rhetorical coherence be-
tween sentences Students should learn to watch for these devices they
usually signal a meaningful connection between sentences that can help
them narrow the meaning of an unknown w,»-d According to Paulston
and Bruder (21, p 16S), coherence is achieved by the following devices

A Transition words, of which there are four kinds
1 The same word repeated in the following sentence
2 A svnomm repeated in the following sentence
3 Substitute and summary words such as this, these, this idea,

these three birds, that document, this kind of building, such
a problem

4 Sentence connectives like furthermore, however, and there-
fore

B Parallel structures in different sentences
C Punctuation
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Examples of these categories are presented ii, Table 2.

Rhetorical-Relationship Dimension

In principle there are thousands of differer t Rhetorical-Relationship
Clues Table 3 represents an effort to highlight the most common and
useful ones Note that the helpful neighboring sentence can come either
before or after the sentence containing the unknown word.

There is a special connection between the 11 Rhetorical-Relationship
categories and one of the Rhetorical-Device categories, specifically, the
category of sentence connectives. These connectives signal the presence
of particular rhetorical relationships. For instance, the sentenc° connec-
tives by contrast, conversely, and on the other hand regularly signal the
rhetorical relationship of contrast. (Mary is quite industrious. On the other
hand, her brother is very lazy.) The connectives a: a result and conse-
quently always signal a cause-effect relationship. (The weather was very
blustery Consequently, the children could not play outside.) It can be
very profitable for students to learn which sentence connectives are associ-
ated with which rhetorical relationships A list of English common sen-
tence connectives that signal each category of rhetorical relationship is
presented in Table 4

Intra-Sentence Clues

Grammatical-Constituent Dimension

A sentence contains a series of (overlapping) grammatical constitu-
ents, each of which affects to some extent the range of potential meaning
of an unknown word In listing those grammatical constituents that are
most productive, we realize that a kind of grammatical analysis is in-
volved, but we do not want students to get bogged down in a dcZailed,
nitpicking grammatical analysis The classification scheme should help
students infer word meanings as quickly as possibly, and not compel them
to become meticulous, punctilious sentence-parsers. With this in mind, we
have formulated a list of constituents divided into several groups depend-
ing on the hierarchical level at which they operate sentence level, clause
level, noun phrase level, and miscellaneous. These categories with illustra-
tive sentences are presented in Table 5

9
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Table 2
Ti ans-Sentence Clues The Rhetorical-Device Dimension

Clue Category Illustrative Sentences

A TR AN':;:TION WORDS

Same Word or Words Repeated Ossification in the wrist for girls begins at eight
months of age In the wrist each of the many
small bones hardens in turn, with the wrist
hardening complete in several years [The
repetition of the word wrist enables the reader to
isolate hardening as a synonym for ossification
The repetition of forms of harden also helps ]
(Deighton, 8, p 7)

2 S\ non\ ms Repeated He told me to toss him the football The pi4s-slon,
however, was too slippery for me to throw [Tess
and throw are the synonyms The first sentence
talks about throwing a football, the second about
throwing a :ngskin So the pigskin must be the
football ]

3 Sumtum Words Many American Indians grew maize This
variety of corn provided the bulk of their diet
[The summary phrase this variety of corn
actually defines maize The word this signals the
presence of the defining synonym ]

4 Sentenct Connects es A second weakness of the League was that its
sanctions were not obligatory upon the member
states Hence, each nation was still free to act or
not, depending upon the extent of its political or
economic Interest (Deighton, 8, p 8)

B PARALLEL s-rRt CTt'RES Dialogue gives sparkle and life, but it can be
1\ DIFFERENT easily overdone Do not employ it for trivialities
`,ENTENCES Do not use it for nonsense [The parallel struc-

tures do not employ it for and do not use it for
suggest that trivialities and nonsense are
sN, nom ms of each other ] (Deighton, 8, p 8)

I't it A no \ He .111 certainly win, he has trailed harder
than amuse else

10
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Table 3
Trans-Sentence Clues The Rhetorical-Relationship Dimension

Clue Category Illustrative Sentences

1 RESTATEMENT
B restates A in different words

2 EXEMPLIFICATION°
B is an example of A, or
vice versa

3 SUPPORTING EVIDENCE'
B is supporting evidence for A,
or vice ersa

4 ADDITION
A and B should be considered
together A and B share the same
relationship tc the tonic sentence
of the paragraph B adds some-
thing along the same line of
thought as A

5 ALTERNATION
A and B are alternate
possibilities

ts SIMILARITY
A and B are similar

7 CONTRAST
A and B express contrasting ideas
Or sometimes, B is contra:v to the
expectation raised by A

S CAUSE-EFFECT
A is the cause or reason for B, or
vice versa

9 SUNIMARY
B summarizes A

10 CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER
A occurred before B, or B before
A, or A and B occurred at he same
time

11

The author has kept the picture of the wild colt
on a purely behavioristic plane That is, she has
described only its observable actions (Deignton,
8, p 8)

Her family members are all fine instrumen-
talists Her brother, for instance, has played
several violin solos with the Rochester
Symphony

The U S tax system is inequitable Some people
with a $60,000 income pay $20,000 in taxes
while others with the same Income pay no taxes
at al!

The bedsprings were old and sagging And the
mattress was yellowed

Blacks in the U S have poorer health than
whites Black males are more than twice as likely
to die before 40 than whites Moreover, the
infant mortality rate for poor blacks is more
than three times as high as for affluent whites

On our vacation we could fly to Europe Or we
could travel to Mexico

Susan was very weary. Karen, too, was tired
after the day's hard work

hs a child, Barb was very quiet Her brother, on
the other hand, was quite voluble

This assignment demanded courage far above
the measure of most men Consequently, only
the most intrepid were considered for the Job
(Du lin, 9, p 443)

He had fought in two wars, had led many
soldiers, and had planned the capture of three
cities In short, he was a seasoned soldier

We entered the restaurant and sat down at our
table Very soon the waiter brought us he
menus
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Table 3 (continued)
Trans-Sentence Clues The Rhetorical-Relationship Dimension

Chu' Category Illustrative Sentences

I I SP I'! OfIr1:11
A and 13 are related in location

The Ixdrooms are all on the second floor The
living room and kitchen are on the first floor
The pl eoom is in the basement

°One w as to pros tie supporting es 'dent e is crtainis to pros ide examples (Exemplification,
(.ategors 2) Hence Category 2, Excuiplifil anon, and Category 3, Supporting Es it-knee, could very
sell lie tint hi tied into a single category called Supporting Esidence Hoyseser, the category of
Eu1111)111.1( ation is listed wparatels from ti category Supporting Es 'dem e heeau'e the rt eturical
rt lationslup of h semplification is so «unnion and so product'. e that it merits a categor) all to tself
So ( ategor. 3, sumo' ting Esidice, refers to all other kinds of supporting es 'deuce, such as .sons

Ils an assertion is true, supportiog, statistic al es idenot and so on

Table 4
Rhetorical Relationships and Common Sentence Connectives

lihetornO
Relationship

Sentence Connectives That Commonly Signal the
Pr .sence of Each Rhetorn al Relationship

Restatement in other worth, that is, that is to say mean

Exemplification for example, for instance, to illustrate

Supporting 112sidenee slim dice& for one thing, fir t, second. finally

Addition f urthermore in addition, besides, !rummer, and, also

Alternation 01, alternated., alternati.elx, instead, or else

Similarity similar!y likewise, equally, in the ,ani in a like
manner

( ontrast hut, despite this, Net, hem eyer, still, nonetheless, ne.erthe-
less, instead by contrast, in contrast, comet-wk., on the
other hand

( flee t as a result, thus, consequentls, therefore, because of this so,
lime for accordingly

Seminars to sine tip, in sun ui qiimilaiy, in conclusion, iii short, in a
ye ore!, to put it brief Is, on the 11 hole, all in all

( ,hronologie al Ordei af ter.% ards, then, subsequently suddenly, later, mitt, first,
second thirdif ter a short tune, as soon as , at length,
inunediatels, at the saint' hint', earlier, below, ni the
meal it line

Spatial Order on one side on the other side abo.e hlm., in the
distan«

12
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Table 5
Intra-Sentonce Giles The Grammatical-Constituent Dimension

Clue Category illustrative Sentences

A SENTENCE LEVEL

1 Main Clauses She felt really bored with him because his
conversation was totally vapid [The main clause
gives a hint to the meaning of the word vapid in
the subordinate clause ]

2 Subordinate Aderbial Clause When Julie found out that she had won the
music scholarship, she was elated [The
subordinate clause clarifieF the meaning of the
-.ord elated in the main clause ]

B CLAL SE LE\ F1.

1 Subject Phrases

2 V, rb Phrases

3 Object Phrases

4 kikerbials of Place

5 Iiiherbials of Manner

Aderlaals Of Time

Large amounts of zoarp are mined in Idaho
[Zoarp must be something that can he mined,
thus a niineral ] (Humes, 14. p 333)

The young man's voice jappered constantly
[Fappering must he an action that a young man's
voice can perform, it must refer to some sound ]
(Humes, 14, p 333)

Ms White perused the book carefully [Perusing
must be an action that a woman (subject-phrase
clue) can do to a book (object-phrase clue)
carefully (adverbial-of-manner clue) I

We moored he boat to the dock [Mooring must
Ix something one does to a boat in connection to
a dock, which is the place hie Thus, moored
probably means -tied -]

The bell peeled loudly [Without the adverb
loudly, pealed could mean -rang,- -disap-
peared,- -decayed,- and so on With the adverb,
the potential meanings of pf -!ed are constrained
to some kind of sound, probably a ringing
sound ]

The overseas phone rates are prohibitive during
the midday [Prohibitive must have something
to do with expensive phone rates, since readers
knot, from experience that phone rates are
highest during the daNtime ]

13
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Table 5 (continued)
Intra-Sentence Clues The Grammatical-Constituent Dimension

Clue Category Illustrative Sentences

C N PIlitASE LEVEL,

I Nona

2 Noun Modifiers

I) AlISCELLANEOUS

I Conjunctive Phrases

2 Prepositions

He turned to his favorite passage in the book [A
passage must be some part of a book.]

And you will show the same insensitivity, as you
lie back in a cushioned armchair [Cushioned
must refer to some quality that armchairs can
have ]

The wallpaper was so funny that I can only
remember seeing yellow, maroon, and black
[Maroon must be a color ] (Humes, 14, p 330)

To avoid the storm, the plane flew above the
thunderheads [The preposition above helps the
reader guess that thunderheads are clouds ]

Sentence-Meanidg Dimension

There is probably no limit to the number of categories that might be
included in this dimension; a particular sentence might express many
different meanings. It is therefore necessary to limit these categories to a
relatively small, manageable nuicaber Actually, any category in the Rhe-
torical-Relationship Dimension of Trans-Sentence Clues can also be a
category in the Sentence-Meaning Dimension of Intra-Sentence Clues
For instance, conside, the rhetorical relationship of cause-effect in these
two sentences

Traffic was yen, congested last yeat
As a result, we left for the game an hoar earlier Ins year

This same cause-..ffect relationship car used within a single sen-
tenet in various wa

SIM' traffic was very congested last year, we left for the game an hour earlier
this year

14
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By similarly combining the two sentences in the illustrations in each
category (Table 5), one can see that each of the 11 categories in the
Rhetorical-Relationship Dimension is also a category in the Sentence-
Meaning Dimension. In fact, it makes sense to limit the sentence-meaning
categories to precisely these same productive 11 categories. Having the
same list of semantic categories for both Trans-Sentence and Intra-Sen-
tence clues makes the classification scheme much easier to remember than
would having two different lists.

A careful study of the Infra- Sentence Clues will show that the seman-
tic dimension is far less important than the structural dimension. The most
helpful clues are almost always Grammatical-Constituent clues.

Assessment of the New Classification Scheme

Now that we have presented the new classification scheme, how does
it fare under critical evaluation? We asked the following cuestions while
evaluating other classification schemes, so it seems only fair to ask the same

questions now

1 Is it complete? The scheme should be relatively complete, having
attempted to correct previous schemes' deficiencies in this regard.
It tries to strike a balance between listing every conceivable clue
and keeping the scheme relatively short and manageable.

2 I, it productive? The categories within the scheme should all be
productive ones; some are more productive than others and thus
should be the first ones taught to students.

3 Is it consistent? The scheme I., much more consistent than previ-
ous schemes. It has attempted to resolve previous schemes' incon-
sistencies by separating the Trans-Sentence and Intra-Sentence
clues into a structural dimension and a semantic dimension.

4 Is it easy to learn? The scheme should be, on the whole, easy to
learn. If it seems rather long, at least the categories are grouped
into sensible, meaningful patterns that should facilitate learning.
More important, most ESL/EFL students will not have to learn
anything new. Almost all the clue categories are identical to Ian-
guago categories that students have already learned in their basic
reading and writing classes (although some writing classes may not
have taught all 11 rhetorical relationships).

15
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5 Does it reinforce normal reading skills? The 2lassification scheme
passes this criterion admirably Readers should be using Overall-
Context Clues at all times, whether or not they are inferring
unknown word meanings, in order to build expectations by which
the text can be interpreted. And of course, readers have to pay
attention to grammatical constituents in normal reading; they
obviously cannot comprehend a sentence without being aware of
which elerri:qits are agents, verbs, objects of actions, modifiers, and
so on.

We believe that the classification scheme developed here fares well
,.nder critical inspection This does not imply that it is perfect, but it is
unquestionably an improvement over previous schemes. The form pre-
sented here should be useful for native English speakers, learner of Eng-
lish, andbecause the clues translate so easilystudents of a foreign
language (especial!) the most common!) taught Western languages). This
system can help students increase their reading vocabulary and help them
understand better what the read
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